How do I find theses and dissertations by Meharrians?

Go to the MMC Digital Library webpage - http://diglib.mmc.edu/.

Off-campus? Don’t forget to login as a Meharrian using your MMC email/computer ID!

In the Keyword Search box, type in theses and click Go.

Click on Dissertations and Theses Subset B: The Sciences and Engineering.
(This will take you to the ProQuest database Basic Search page.)

If you are off-campus, you will be again be prompted to sign in -- to ProQuest, this time;
Use special ProQuest off-campus username - S3EP1LTQS1 and ProQuest off-campus password welcome

Click on “Advanced search” at the right end of the search box.

Scroll down to Search options boxes section.

In the University/institution box, type in meharry.
If you desire, specify Manuscript type: Master’s these, OR Doctoral dissertations; the Default is both types.

Then scroll down some more and click on Search (highlighted in orange at the lower right).

Your Results page will appear. Example:

562 results found for: sch(meharry) . . .

[followed by a numbered list of citations for dissertations/theses. ]
[Meharry manuscripts appear not to contain abstracts or certain other searchable fields, such as advisor names.]

Each citation entry contains:
the title, author, degree, school name, year, number of pages, and ProQuest unique identifier.

You can click on icons at the bottom of a citation to see the abstract, a document preview, or the full-text PDF.

You can browse the list of these brief entries, 10 per page.

You may checkmark those citations you wish to Email or Cite or Export into RefWorks or Endnote.
(You may create a personal MyResearch account for even more options.)

Use the pull-down menu at right margin to change sort order choice (Relevance; oldest first; most recent first).

You can narrow the list of hits by Subject, Index term (keyword), or Publication date range.

You can opt for displaying 10, 20, or 30 citations per page.

Click the Proquest Help icons for more details.